Fox Cities Exhibition Center
Weekly Update - 04/24/2017
Key Progress Points



Radisson Paper Valley Hotel Work: Work began this week on relocating the existing chiller lines
at the Radisson Paper Valley Hotel. The mechanical contractor worked on running the new pipe
beneath the building, as well as installing the valves to divert the piping. Excavation and laying of
the new pipe across the alleyway behind the hotel will happen in the coming week.



Excavation/Tieback Anchors/Pipe Piles: Testing of the tieback anchors continued this week,
as well as installing the pipe piling. The crews primarily focused on the piling and were able to get
everything driven up to the east side of the building footprint. Excavation crews continued to work
hand-in-hand with the pipe piling and concrete crews to remove soils for grade beams and pile
caps.



Concrete: The northeast corner of the building was formed and rebar installed in preparation
for a concrete pour on Saturday. This corner of the building is the most complicated, so extra
attention was given to ensure everything was perfect before the pour. Work also continued on the
grade beams and pile caps along the west and south sides of the jobsite.



Conditions & Safety: Rains came periodically throughout the week. The weather did not
cause any delays in the schedule, but resulted in the crews rearranging concrete pours throughout
each day. No injuries occurred this week.
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Progress Photographs

Rebar crews working on installing the rebar along
the northeast corner of the building.

Concrete being poured into the pile caps and grade
beams for the interior walls of the exhibition hall.

This area is in between the sheet piling and the
exterior of the concrete walls. A thinner concrete mat
was poured in this area to provide easy mobility for
the crews.

Crews working on the interior grade beams and pile
caps with the finished freight elevator shaft in the
background.
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